PLEDGE FOR ROAD SAFETY

Under the National Road Safety Campaign (YES! I FOLLOW ROAD SAFETY RULES) of Sankalp Jyoti & Safety Alliance, we declare that, the use of HELMET for Two-Wheelers & SEAT BELT for Four-Wheeler users would be mandatory to in or out from our campus. Ignoring the instructions would be a punishable offence.

Director
Lloyd Law College

Date: 17.01.2020
PLEDGE FOR ROAD SAFETY

After organizing the Road Safety Advocacy Working in association with Bihar State Disaster Management Authority, Sankalp Jyoti & Safety Alliance, we (NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FASHION TECHNOLOGY, PATNA) declare that, the use of HELMET for two-wheeler & SEAT BELT for four-wheeler users would be mandatory to in or out from our Campus. Ignoring the instruction would be punishable offence.

(P. K. Jha)
Assistant Director
PLEDGE FOR ROAD SAFETY

After organizing the Road Safety Advocacy Workshop in association with Bihar State Disaster Management Authority, Sankalp Jyoti & Safety Alliance, we declare that, the use of HELMET for Two-Wheeler & SEAT BELT for Four-Wheeler users would be mandatory to in or out from our campus. Ignoring the instructions would be a punishable offence.

Principal
Lohia Nagar Mt. Carmel High School
A/14, Kankarbagh Colony, Patna-20
PLEDGE FOR ROAD SAFETY

After organizing the Road Safety Advocacy Workshop in association with Bihar State Disaster Management Authority, Sankalp Jyoti, NGO and Safety Alliance, we declare that, the use of HELMET for two Wheeler and SEAT BELT for four wheeler users would be mandatory to in or out from our campus. Ignoring the instructions would be a punishable offence.

Prof. Shashi Sharma
Principal

Date: 13-07-2019
PLEDGE FOR ROAD SAFETY

After organizing the Road Safety Advocacy Workshop in association with Bihar State Disaster Management Authority, Sankalp Jyoti & Safety Alliance, we declare that, the use of HELMET for Two Wheeler & SEAT BELT for Four Wheeler users would be mandatory to in or out from our campus. Ignoring the instructions would be a punishable offence.

Principal
5-7-19
PLEDGE FOR ROAD SAFETY

After organizing the Road Safety Advocacy Workshop in association with Bihar State Disaster Management Authority, Sankalp Jyoti, NGO and Safety Alliance, we declare that, the use of HELMET for two wheeler and SEAT BELT for four wheeler users would be mandatory to in or out from our campus. Ignoring the instructions would be a punishable offence.

{signature}
{Dr. Upendra Prasad Singh}
Principal
T.P.S. College, Patna

{signature}
{27.7.19}

T.P.S. College Patna
PLEDGE FOR ROAD SAFETY

After organizing the Road Safety Advocacy Workshop in association with Bihar State Disaster Management Authority, Sankalp Jyoti, NGO and Safety Alliance, we declare that, the use of HELMET for two wheeler and SEAT BELT for four wheeler users would be mandatory to in or out from our campus. Ignoring the instructions would be a punishable offence.

Fr. Armstrong Edison, S.J.,
Principal
PLEDGE FOR ROAD SAFETY

After organizing the Road Safety Advocacy Workshop in association with Bihar State Disaster Management Authority, Sankalp Jyoti, NGO and Safety Alliance, we declare that, the use of HELMET for two wheeler and SEAT BELT for four wheeler users would be mandatory to in or out from our campus. Ignoring the instructions would be a punishable offence.

Prof.(Dr.) Tapan Kumar Shandilya
Principal
PLEDGE FOR ROAD SAFETY

After organizing the Road Safety Advocacy Workshop in association with Bihar State Disaster Management Authority, Bihar Road Safety Council (Transport Departement, GoB), Sankalp Jyoti, NGO & Safety Alliance, we declare that, the use of HELMET for two-wheeler and SEAT BELT for four-wheeler users would be mandatory to in or out from our campus. Ignoring the instructions would be a punishable offence.

Date: 01/08/2019
Prof-Incharge
Sri Arvind Mahila College
Patna.
PLEDGE FOR ROAD SAFETY

After organizing the Road Safety Advocacy workshop in association with Bihar State Disaster Management Authority, Bihar Road Safety Council (Transport Department, GOB), Sankalp Jyoti, NGO & Safety Alliance, we declare that, the use of HELMET for two-wheeler and SEAT BELT for four-wheeler users would be mandatory to in or out from our campus, ignoring the instructions would be a punishable offence.

For
Acharya Shri Sudarshan
Patna Central School,

[Signature]

(O. P. Singh)
Vice Principal

[Signature]

(O. P. Singh)
Vice-Principal
Acharvashri Sudarshan
Punia Central School
Sudarshan Vihar
New Bypass Road, Patna
PLEDGE FOR ROAD SAFETY

After organizing the Road Safety Advocacy Workshop in association with Bihar State Disaster Management Authority, Bihar Road Safety Council (Transport Department, Bihar Govt.), Sankalp Jyoti, NGO & Safety Alliance, we declare that the use of HELMET for two-wheeler and SEAT BELT for four-wheeler users would be mandatory to in or out from our campus. Ignoring the instructions would be a punishable offence.

(Dr. Abhilash Nayak)
Regional Director
IGNOU, RC Patna